The Dragon Illusion.

Here are all the templates you need to create this illusion in a colour of your choice. It is suggested that you print two pages of your chosen one so that you can use one as a reference as you cut and fold the other. Print the templates out on thick paper or very thin card and you will need to use sharp scissors and for the slots (TABS A & B) use a small craft knife. You will also need a glue stick.

The green version on page 3 shows the fold lines better so perhaps that is the best one for your first attempt. Once you have made one of the original dragons (Gathering For Gardner ), you will be practised enough to try making one or both of the last two versions. The Wo-Sa-Ga version is especially good.

The one on page 6 has it’s instructions in German but here are the translations:-

Nach Vorne Falten = Fold Forward
Nach Hinten Falten = Fold Backwards

Entlang der linie nach hinten falten = Along the line fold backwards.

ENJOY.
This deck was designed by Jerry Gardner to celebrate Gathering for Gardner 3, Monday, 13-14, 1992. Thank you, Marsio, for sharing your talent with all of us.
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